
 

PreK-3 News   

November 20th, 2017  
 
We continued our Thanksgiving focus with some fun 

cranberry activities! We viewed a video showing a 

cranberry harvest in operation, then students tasted 

jellied cranberry sauce and whole-berry sauce. We created 

a class graph based on our preferences. Next, we analyzed 

our data. The winner? Jelly! Happens every year with every 

age group! When the PreK-4 group entered their results, 

however, whole berry sauce took the prize for the first 

time ever since I’ve been doing this graphing activity (and 

that’s a LONG time)! 

 

The PreK-3 group decorated Thanksgiving turkeys with 

real feathers, and both groups read several books, 

including “Turkey Trouble”, “The Doorbell Rang (a 

wonderful story that reinforces counting skills, the letter 

C, and the concept of family and sharing);  “Peter’s Chair”, 

“Whistle for Willie”, and  “Night Shift Daddy”. Students 

did a great job listening and making predictions, describing 

the characters’ feelings and motivations, and sharing their 

personal responses to the texts! Each day after snack, the 

class also has the opportunity to select their own books for 

independent reading. This allows them to practice 

important early literacy skills, including reading the book 

front-back; viewing words and pictures from left-right and 

top to bottom; and turning the pages one at a time. Most 

importantly, they enjoy their books and often share them 

with each other!  

 

As we continued to learn about families, we also spent 

some time drawing portraits of our own families. These 

portraits are touching representations of the people that 

matter the most to us. They also provide valuable data 

about the students’ developing drawing and spatial 

recognition skills. Check them out next time you are in our 

hallway! 

 

Our letter of the week was “C” and we enjoyed several 

activities to help us learn this letter. The class sang the 

letter C song, watched a brief segment of a Sesame Street 

video about Cookie Monster and the letter C; made the 

letter shape with our bodies on the rug, and wrote the 

letter in shaving cream. We also sorted toys and objects 

that started with letter “C” from those that did not. This 

is challenging but a very effective way of learning the 

letter-sound association! The class did a great job! 

 

I wish all of our PreK families a wonderful Thanksgiving and 

holiday break! I am certainly thankful for all of you, and 

for the opportunity to teach your delightful preschoolers.  

 

  Happy Thanksgiving to You and Yours! 

     Mrs. Hand Is Thankful For: 
 

Keegan’s outstanding organizational skills 
Hazel’s impressive vocabulary 

        Izaiah’s terrific math skills 
Joshua’s creative building skills 

Alyssa’s twinkling eyes and zest for learning 
Bradley’s wonderful enthusiasm for reading 

Emily’s daily kindness to others 
Miles’ incredible alphabet skills 

Mason’s planning and participation in Dramatic Play 
Liam’s fantastic puzzle-solving  
Charlie’s beautiful handwriting 

Brady’s terrific observations 
Sierra’s impressive artistic abilities 

Sadie’s great reading comprehension skills 
Mason B.’s willingness to always help his friends 

Riley’s amazing listening skills 
Emily R.’s fantastic writing and fine-motor skills 

   

News and Reminders: 

 

Wed., Nov. 22nd--Half-Day--and it’s 

Pajama Day! 

 

Thur., Nov. 23rd--Thanksgiving Day--NO 

SCHOOL 

 

Fri., Nov. 24th--NO SCHOOL 

 

Tue., Nov. 28th--Pig Race @ 2:10! 

 

Fri., Dec. 1st--Marking Period Closes 

(Please note that PreK report cards will 

now be issued in January and June, in 

order to be more consistent with NAEYC 

recommendations). 

 

Wed., Dec. 20th, Winter Concert, 1 p.m. 

and 6 p.m. 
 



  

   Miles washes his baby doll.            Mason gently dries his baby!         Charlie and Izaiah write in shaving  

                                                                                                               cream.   

 

Emily, Keegan, and Mason             It’s time to feed the babies!      Mason gathers his ingredients! 

cook together. 

 

Our Thanksgiving and Family unit has provided many opportunities for learning. Just a few of the CT Early 

Learning standards that have been addressed in this unit include Social Studies Strand A: Understanding of 

Self, Family, and Community; Creative Arts Strand A; Dramatic Play; and many Language and Literacy 

Standards, including Vocabulary, Drawing and Writing, Understanding of Stories or Information, and 

Expression of Ideas, Feelings, and Needs. 

 

While a typical day in a preschool classroom looks like play--and it is-- a closer look reveals very purposeful 

planning by the teacher that results in a more focused learning experience for the students.  For example, 

because I set up the Dramatic Play area to become a family home for this unit, students are encouraged to act 

out roles that they have observed both at home and in our literature selections. Taking care of the baby dolls 

reinforces nurturing  skills and what it means to be part of a family. In addition, students are using their 



language skills to interact with each other, and using their executive functioning (planning) skills to facilitate 

their own play and cooperate together.  I think I have as much fun watching them as they do playing! 


